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•25% of vehicle collisions result in a
seatbelt injury. (2.9million*.25=725000)
•There are 16.1 -17.4 million new cars
sold yearly
•Customer requirements: Safety,
Reliability, Comfort, Reusability, Ease
of installation, Aesthetics, and Cost
•Engineering characteristics: Force,
Inflation & Deflation Air Pressures,
Deformation of Air Tube, Seatbelt
Adjustability, & Controller
•Constraints: Force Distribution,
Inflation & Deflation Air Pressures, &
Controls
•Physics: Must be able to restrain an
average weight person moving at 40mph
(150lb*40mph)=60000lb

Design

•Operation:
•Seatbelt Tension is inputted to
controller
•Controller then triggers
pumps to inflate the tube
•Pressure sensor sends signal
when to deactivate inflation
and to start deflation
•Key functionality:
•Tube inflates and deflates
•Minimize seatbelt bruise and
injury on the user
•Computerized controller
•Customer requirements:
•Reusable (Min Deformation)
•Safety (Force Distribution)
•Reliable (Controller)

Objective

•Competitor: GM seatbelt airbag
•Concept 1:
•Utilizes two air pumps to
inflate and deflate an air tube
connected to the seatbelt.
•Concept 2:
•Monitors brake pedal activity
and utilizes electric stimulus to
expand the seatbelt
•Concept 3:
•Using speed and acceleration
the system adjusts the tension
of the seatbelt
•Concept 1 was chosen because
the air flow rate and the pressure
inside the tube can be controlled

Prototype and Testing
Prototype Description
•Automated inflatable seatbelt
•Inflator pressurize air into the tube upon
impact (supported by LabView)
•Deflator depressurize air and belt will
return to normal
Testing & Setup
•Inflatable tube
•Inflator/Deflator
•Pressure sensors & relays
•Transistors
•Time to inflate: ≤ 1s.
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Concept Generation
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Test Results and Future Work
Future works
•Decrease the time it takes to
inflate the tube
•Rate the comfort of the device
on a larger population
• Design a single pump that can
meet the specifications of both
pumps
Recommendation for future design
•The battery lifetime should be evaluated through life cycle.
•Expansions for different car model
•Size reduction of inflator and deflator

